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About This Game

Star boy is an arcade style Side scroller beat em up adventure game..
You can choose 1 of 4 Star Warriors: Star Boy, Star Girl, Susan the Android, and THE INVINCIBLE ROBOT DRAGON

EAGLE!!!

The stye is like that of 90's arcade games like Battle Toads, Double Dragon, or Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles or x-men ect....
But with characters that have range shooting as well as most of them having Melee attacks.. Even with a Dragon that knows

Dragon Kung Fu... Star Boy is not just about attacking everything you see... this game is a Trippy.. mind boggling wonderland
experience in outer space.. Walk around and explore the alien fortress enjoy visually intractable tunneling experience before the

Space bears try and rip off your face!

Star Boy is an Alien God Creature who was born supernaturally strong made out of the space time folds in the source wall.. his
eyes were first formed by the lengths of the infinity symbol its self before shirking into a manageable version of power.

Star Boy can disposition Shakti and Agni Energy from his palms to shoot fire out of his palms with his Transcendent
Concentration. He encounters many Monsters, Daemons, Gods, Super Gods and Super Titans. He is also one of them and fights

to survive in the vacuum of death and space..
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Star Boy has a sister named Star Girl they have been Fighting Demons since they were younger.. She is a Chameleon Power and
can Change into Other Creatures.

Susan - an Android is reprogrammed by Star Girl Transforming and confusing her into self realization. She can shoot Lasers
from her Eyes and has a metal whip.

and...

The ROBOT DRAGON EAGLE-- The TITAN Super GOD -- The Boss of Sauce --- Guardian of the Evil Sorceress Space
Station.

Knows Dragon Kung Fu

Breaths Fire..

THE STAR WARRIOR GODS!!!!!

Each one has their own special way of fighting off space bears, Evil Djinn, Laser Frogs and Space Gods.... ..

Star Boy: the Star Warrior God.... has crashed his Star Car into of of theof the floating Lair of the Evil Sorceress Refinnej !
And now she has sent her monsters and Demons to destroy the Invading Space Warrior.. Starboy and the Star Warriors are

Trapped on the Strange Magick Space Station and Must Battle their way out to survive!!!
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Title: Star Boy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Redeyevisuals
Publisher:
Redeyevisuals
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E8400, 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6000+, 3.0GHz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 9600 GT or AMD HD 3870 512MB or higher

Storage: 634 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound Blaster Recon 3DI

English
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Not to disrespect,

But how old is this kid? The guy who made this game uses the words "arrogant" and "annoyance" almost every other dialogue,
it's like it's the only words he knows. Besides that, how he uses 'arrogant' makes it seem like a sheltered boy who can't break out
of his friend group (if he has one irl) because of a social isolation bubble caused by a traumatically lonely (and probably
religeous) upbringing, with a quiet and similarly sheltered single mother presiding over anything other than non-stop
confinement to his bedrooom in front of a computer with no internet wrote this.

Also, the grammer is terrible, the characterization is lame [read: "non-existent"], and the squeemishness of its author seeping
through its every pore speaks of the 'stench of death' mentioned in the game as that of its own soul, that of a child terrified to
make a stand. Ew.

Other than that, Great game---[Player I.R. .((+))]

P.S. Sorry, Kid.
I'll pray for you; maybe ...you're just 13? Yeah, ...you've got time, God-willing.
Amen. This is excelent, early access to be sure but a must have for VR users. I had my room 'mapped' into VRHOME in about 2
hours (yes I only briefly skimmed over the controls first :) and very soon was using the bed,e chair, table and computer desk as
if it was my room! I almost, while sitting on the chair near the computer just going to take off the HMD, threw the controllers
onto the bed across the room!
This has so so much potential, and anyone who's read the book 'Ready Player One' will know what I mean.
It took me a further hour to set up the TV and the 360 viewer, I had to read and re-read the instructions and the helper guides in
the Community page. One thing to note is that even though the play button looks like its the centre of the large button on the
controller its actually the 'menu' button above the large button. This goes for the custom room as well, that took me a while to
get that one. Otherwise the controls once figured out are good.
Q. Can the position of the 'virtual' buttons be a little more to the outside edge of the big button, you cant press the edge near the
'virtual' button you have to move your finger well onto the large button for it to have an effect. Even after 3 hours I was still
missing the 'virtual' buttons

Since this is Early Access then I would like to make a couple suggestions but I do realise how much work has already gone into
this, its perfectly usable and stable...

1. The rotation and scalling could do with moving at a quater of the current step for final positioning, maybe the space at the
bottom of the buttons on the left could have a second move button that makes tiny steps leaving the other three, paint, move and
delete as is?
2. Aligning your room when you re-enter it from one of the other rooms (if you use one of the houses rooms as your room) can
be a pain so all your furnature is positioned correctly vr world matching the real world. Can I suggest that there is an alignment
marker and item (like a light switch). Once you have alighed the chaperone box with the room, then by placing alignment
marker in one corner and standing mear it. Clicking on the light switch like if your were going to move again then the chaperone
box is re-alighed. If your room is to big then multiple alignment markers and 'light switches 'could be used for each part of the
room?
3. Ability to create content and access it through Steam much like the mods in Skyrim.

Thank you.. Just wonderfull assistant that will not leave you bored for a day. Just turn any music whatever you want, and you
will get a positive charge for whole day.

. First and foremost. This game is not Mario Kart. Do not buy this game if you're looking for a Mario Kart clone. This game,
and the two All Stars Racing games are their own thing; and there is a lot more technicality in this game then what is presented
in Mario Kart or other arcade based platform mascot racing games. You can spend 80+ hours in All Stars Racing Transformed
(ASRT) and you'd still be counted as a scrub.

In TSR, the Devs have gone well and truly out of their way to try and explain everything to newer players. From in game
tutorials to hints and tricks on the splash screens. Which should drastically reduce the amount of time it takes to learn some new
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things. Compared to ASRT, this game is slightly less technical in being able to do solo runs, but the new teamplay mechanics
more then make up for it and introduce some very interesting plays. It's a strange mechanic, for a racing game when you look at
it on paper, but hell does show in game.

ASRT was way faster and way more difficult then any other racing game in this genre. It was brutally competitive and on more
then a few occasions I either went nuclear or witnessed other people doing so online. And because of it's speed, there was never
any plausible protection against "lag bumps" or other such issues until somebody went and made a ghost mod for it for use in
competitive lobbies.

The team mechanic works to both passively reduce this in three major ways.

1.) Allow teamwork to bring either get slowed players back up to speed; or increase the speed of nearby teammates with a
slipstream mechanic. (which maintains itself far behind the lead player so you don't need to worry about keeping up with, or
slowing down for them if somebody gets hit.)
2.) Reduce the number of hostile players by having 2 other team members.
3.) Reduce traffic in high problem areas by cutting them off to certain "classes" of karts.

Thus, the game retains it's incredible speed without having such a major impact with netcode issues. That is not to say that they
don't still exist, they do, but they're far lessened then ASRT.

There are a few problems, finding lobbies online can be difficult, and glitches do exist for exploiting inclined folks to use in
Time Attack and so on. This game also brings in two "blue shells" that need to be addressed as a lack of them in ASRT was one
of the major things that made it so awesome.

The Lightning wisp, which attacks every member of the rival team. This thing is a huge dislike, and needs to be changed asap.
Nobody likes unavoidable instant hits from nowhere.

And the Quake wisp, which summons tall rock statues from the ground. Although these can be avoided and act very much like
the bees from ASRT, their proximity to each other is far too high and makes it truly difficult to do so compared with the bees.
Simply changing the proximity should be enough.. *walks around corner*
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stealth game, but it's different from traditional stealth games. Generally, if you're in the same room as someone, they'll probably
see you and immediately call the cops. This game is more about planning: Figuring out the optimal time to go into a house based
on the tenants' schedules, and what route to take when you go in, either to optimize efficiency before they get home or to avoid
the rooms that a tenant is still in.

  The game also has a very satisfying progression. You start out as a common crook, using a crowbar to bash windows in and
having to avoid the houses with cameras and electric locks. By the end, you're more like a spy, using glass cutters to securely
open windows after disabling the window security through a wall with your hacking laptop.

Another fun part about this game is making the most efficient robberies you can. You have to go into a house to steal a painting
for the story, and you could do just that, or you could grab all the best loot, throw the big things out the window, go outside to
pick up the big things and store some of your inventory in your car, and go back in for more. Coming back from a robbery with
an inventory and car full of items is very satisfying, and the game rewards you with ample XP when you pull off burglaries like
this.

  The game's not without its faults. It can be buggy. Here are the most egregious bugs in the game:

1.  Sometimes can't walk up stairs when crouched

2.  Sometimes when sleeping to pass time, time ends up an hour ahead of when you told it to sleep until

3.  Sometimes, when your car is parked in a parking space, it won't let you sleep until you start the car

4.  Sometimes when opening drawers, their contents don't slide out with them so they're hard to grab

5.  General performance issues (My computer isn't amazing but it's good enough that it shouldn't chug when running this
game on minimum settings) Here are my main general gameplay suggestions to improve this game:
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1.  Make the hacking laptop have farther range and be able to see security panels through walls when holding it- For
being the endgame item, it's not actually very useful.

2.  Make less things cause tenants to realize a burglary happened- It would be less realistic but sometimes you have
to choose fun over realism, and having a near-perfect burglary ruined because of things you HAVE to do to get
in being discovered isn't fun. In particular, unlocking a front gate (like 207), unshuttering windows (208) and I'm
not sure but it seems like sometimes people notice when cameras are turned off as well?

3.  Add an option to turn the neighborhoods to Christmas mode so you don't have to change your system time

4.  Not necessary, but it would be cool to have a place to view stats- A list of sprees and their ratings, total value of
stolen items, total number of items stolen, toilets broken, times discovered, etc.
  Overall, a very fun game that had me hooked until I robbed everything valuable from each house and did every
BlackBay and Rent-A-Thug requests. I'm excited to see the game improve and I can't wait for the new
neighborhood\/story update!. this game seemed really fun but there is a huge bug with the mouse input. Maybe
just a case of being out of date i dont know. but it made the game super unfun and nearly unplayable. it was like
my mouse was clicking everywhere and nowhere and made the game very hard to interact with.. This game's
challenging at times but it runs smoothly (for me at least). The gameplay and controls are solid as well. But my
biggest problem is it's rather limited amount of content. For $4.99, this game's definitely worth it.. This game is
actually really cool and fun I feel like I\u2019m operating a mech from the 3rd matrix movie but fighting
zombie\/robots very very fun and refreshing
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I had a lot of fun with this DLC. A lot of fun. I don't care much about whether or not all the lights work or if you have 12 sun
visors and there should only be 7. The windows do not need to open. What needs to happen, is you need to quick drive this
bubble car on the Canadian Mountain Passes Route and start at Lake Louise or Eldon. Set the end to Revelstoke. I got to 105
before I derailed going into a tunnel. It was majestic. Could you imagine doing 105 bloody miles per hour in that tin can? Good
god!. I thought and hoped that the criticism of the control system was nit-picking and overdone.

Not so. It is ludicrously unmanageable and because of this, the game becomes a chore rather than fun. And that is wrong.

Add to that the fact that it runs as slow as a Facebook user's brain on a top end system and you have a recipe for
disappointment.. Bought it only for 1.5 US dollar. Picked up the game with the DLC, overall its been a fun experience.
However, I've run into a game breaking bug that I have not found a solution to. Scanner map screen becomes non-interactable
and all of my quickslot items on the left-side bar disappeared on two separate playthroughs (being able to create multiple save
points within the same campaign would solve this problem). Cannot move or leave the derelict. Reloading my save does nothing.
The frequency with which this bug occurs makes the game unplayable and therefore I cannot recommend in the current state..
Like everyone else I am very disappointed for spending $5 on a single small track that I even race outside the weird game
mode.... It's the toy version of the Backfire.... A great way to support the devs, plus the music is absolutely amazing! Thank you
so much Team Nekojishi, as cliche as it sounds, this game has done a lot for me. I doubt my story is interesting to anyone, but
Nekojishi has actually helped me a lot with coming to terms with being gay. Personally, I live in an accepting enviornment, but
my family is the one thing that kinda kept a constant fear on me, plus stereotypes. It may be stupid, but Laio felt sincere and
very relatable, and this simple story kinda helped me come to terms with that I'm not a dissapointment (entirely), or a bad
person. It, really did help me a lot. I wish I could do a lot more to help, just thinking about this game has me in tears. I really
mean it from the bottom of my heart when I say thank you. Now I'm extremely happy with my boyfriend of 7 or 8 months :)
PS: Shu-Chi will always be best boy <3. Absolutely amazing. I can really recommend this toolkit. It contains quite a few
awesome scripts. For example a script that features dozens of AI improvements for GameGuru's default AI.
Contains a ton of very useful scripts, doors jamming, objective markers, hud text, etc.
. A good old dungeon crawler.. The game is very short and without polish. The mechanics are sort of interesting but at this point
not very original. The story was... underwhelming at best.
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